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THE CHALLENGE

Our customer was used to working with traditional 
offices and in-house employees. Before the 
COVID-19 outbreak, they had little to no experience 
working with telecommuters. But when the 
pandemic struck, they had to quickly switch to an 
out-of-office work format.

Our customer first tried to ensure their network 
and data security themselves. They created a 
remote access policy with new cybersecurity rules 
for employees. Access to sensitive data was only 
available through a jump server and a custom VPN.

These measures provided only basic data 
protections, however. A custom VPN offers 
protection from external but not internal threats. It 
also couldn’t help the company assess employees’ 
productivity and get a full picture of how users 
interact with sensitive data.

The need to monitor the work of remote employees 
made our customer search for an efficient and 
intuitive tool that could be rapidly deployed, was 
easy to manage, and addressed all of their 
challenges. Our customer decided on Ekran System 
after comparing several monitoring solutions and 
verifying that our platform met all of their 
requirements.

An HVAC Service Provider Secures Data
and Maintains Employee Productivity
after Switching to Remote Work

CASE STUDY

THE CUSTOMER

One of our customers is a 
medium-sized US company 
that offers a variety of 
heating and air conditioning 
services. The company 
operates across 21 states, 
providing oil burner 
installation and maintenance 
as well as natural gas and 
propane heating services.

OUR CUSTOMER’S
REQUESTS:

Collect data on employees' 
productivity

Enhance the security of 
access to corporate data 
and systems

Manage employees’ interac-
tions with sensitive data

Swiftly establish efficient 
and secure remote work
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RESULTS

With the assistance of Ekran System, our customer has become convinced that working 
remotely can be effective and secure. Ekran System has enabled our customer to:

Track data on employees' productivity for further assessment

Provide only authorized users with access to critical data

Instantly detect suspicious login attempts and immediately address them

Reveal all employee actions with critical data

Effectively mitigate and prevent insider threats

Educate employees on safe cybersecurity policies

Seamlessly integrate an insider threat management platform into existing 
workflows

Enhance the security of access
to corporate data and systems

Provide only authorized users
with access to critical data

Instantly detect suspicious
login attempts

Role-based access control

AI-powered user behavior analysis

Manage employees’ interactions
with sensitive data

Reveal all employee actions
with critical data

Effectively mitigate
and prevent insider threats

User session recordings indexed
with metadata

Automated real-time
incident response

Swiftly establish efficient
and secure remote work

Educate employees
on cybersecurity policies

Seamlessly integrate the insider 
threat management platform

into current workflows

Notify users of prohibited
and potentially risky actions

Easy deployment
and 24/7 customer support

Collect data on employees'
productivity

Track data on employees'
productivity for further 

assessment
Detailed working time

and internet usage reports



HOW IT WAS DONE

Our customer is fully satisfied with Ekran System and plans to continue using it even 
after coronavirus-related social distancing measures are no longer required.

Ready to establish secure and productive remote work with Ekran System?
Get your free trial at

www.ekransystem.com

Deploying Ekran System allowed our customer to overcome their challenges posed by the 
sudden switch to remote work. In particular, the functionality offered by Ekran System 
enabled our customer to:

Collect data on employees' productivity

Our customer couldn’t assess the 
productivity of their remote employees. 
But with Ekran System, they receive 
extensive reports on employees’ active 
and idle times as well as employees’ 
internet activity. This data comes in handy 
for analyzing employee performance and 
discovering possible reasons for lost 
productivity.

Manage employees’ interactions      
with sensitive data

The robust monitoring and recording 
functionality in Ekran System allows our 
customer’s security officers to verify what 
each user does at any particular moment. 
Whenever a user violates a cybersecurity 
policy — launches an undesirable 
application, accesses a restricted URL, or 
tries to copy data to an unknown USB 
device — security officers are immediately 
notified. Security officers can then review 
the flagged session online and block the 
suspicious process, session, or user 
before a security incident happens.

Enhance the security of access                  
to corporate data and systems

Using role-based access controls available in 
Ekran System, our customer makes sure 
sensitive data is only available to those who 
really need it. Ekran System’s AI-driven user 
and entity behavior analytics module 
collects information about a user’s typical 
activity and sends alerts to security officers 
in case of suspicious actions. This helps our 
customer detect and block login attempts 
made at an unusual time.

Swiftly establish efficient and secure 
remote work

Thanks to Ekran System’s fast deployment, 
great usability, and 24/7 support, our 
customer managed to set up remote work 
fast and securely. They also leveraged 
predefined and custom rules to 
automatically send notifications to users 
who violate cybersecurity policies. In this 
way, they can educate employees on 
cybersecurity practices and prevent 
employees from taking potentially 
dangerous actions.


